ELEXIS Observer Agreement
<<organisation>> declares itself willing to commit itself for Observer status in ELEXIS (European Lexicographic
Infrastructure – Grant Agreement No 731015) for the duration of the project, until 31th January 2022.
During this period, ELEXIS infrastructure (represented through Jožef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia) commits
itself to grant <<organisation>> the following privileges:
-

-

<<organisation>> will receive priority invitations to newly developed ELEXIS tools and services;
<<organisation>> will be able to request customized lexicographic data or have their existing data
enriched and expanded with monolingual and multilingual information; the extent of this service shall be
subject to further specification detailed in annexes to this agreement;
<<organisation>> will be granted access to external and internal ELEXIS communication channels to be
able to follow latest developments, which includes invitations to ELEXIS grant calls;
<<organisation>> will gain access to open-access and open-source resources, as well as to resources in
the observers’ area of the ELEXIS cloud, in accordance with project Intellectual Property Rights rules;
<<organisation>> will be able to participate actively in the post-project ELEXIS infrastructure development
through designated ELEXIS channels.

<<organisation>> commits itself to contribute the following (lexicographic) data or (lexicographic) expertise to
ELEXIS infrastructure:
-

<<description of lexicographic data (including explicit declaration of license1) or (lexicographic)
expertise>>

and to participate in ELEXIS activities (such as surveys, interviews etc.) designed to collect information about
lexicographic projects, workflows and infrastructures.
No financial obligation is requested from either party by this agreement.
<<organisation>> appoints <<name, function and email of person>> to represent it as an Observer in ELEXIS.
Jožef Stefan Institute is represented by Simon Krek, coordinator of the ELEXIS project.

For the <<organisation>>

For Jožef Stefan Institute

Signature:

Signature:

<<name person authorized to sign>>

Prof Jadran Lenarčič

<<function>>

Director

1

Minimal requirement includes the availability of the lemma list (headwords included in the contributed data) under open-access license,
as part of ELEXIS Dictionary Matrix.

